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Slovak Ethnology in the Post-Socialist Era1

David Scheffel

University College ofthe Cariboo

Historical background

Slovak ethnology began to unfold in the early nineteenth century as a 
form of native studies. Comprising folklore, ethnography, musicology and 
literary studies, the discipline arose during the Slovak “national awakening,” 
when leading intellectuals, such as Pavol Jozef Safàrik (1795-1861) and Jân 
Kollàr (1793-1852), sought to strengthen political demands for self- 
determination with the findings of scholarship. Understood as a branch of 
Slavic studies, ndrodopis played the dominant part in the codification and 
protection of Slovak folk culture. Its first institution, the patriotic civic 
association Matica slovenskd, was founded in 1863 as an expression of résistance 
to the policy of Magyarization pursued by Hungary. Shut down in 1875, 
Matica resurged in 1918, this time to defend Slovak national culture against 
the Czechs.

It was in the First Czechoslovak Republic (1918-1938) that Slovak 
ethnology attained fu.ll institutionalization and academie credibility. In 1921, 
Bratislava’s newly established Komensky University set up a department of 
ethnography which offered Czechoslovakia’s first program of studies in 
general ethnology (Podolak 1991). Although the faculty consisted almost 
exclusively of Czech academies, both teaching and research emphasized Slovak 
folk culture (Podolak 1991). The appointment in 1936 of the Russian 
semiotician Piotr Bogatyrev as docent gave the new department its first — 
and last — internationally known personality (Lescak 1991c).

The Slovak students trained in ethnology during the inter-war years 
eventually carried out the disciplines complété Slovakization. This era began 1 

1. I wish to express my gratitude to the Social Sciences and Humanities Research 
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with the establishment of the proto-fascist Slovak State in 1939, an event that 
coincided with the inception of the first Slovak ethnography journal, 
Nârodopisnÿ sbornik. The process of Slovakization continued after the war 
with the founding in 1946 of an Ethnographie Institute within the Slovak 
Academy of Sciences and Arts — renamed the Slovak Academy of Sciences in 
1953. The first Slovak docent of ethnology was habilitated at Komenskÿ 
University in 1947 (Podolak 1991).

Within the academie division of labour that prevailed in post-WWII 
Czechoslovakia, Slovak ethnologists continued their traditional specialization 
in Slovak folk culture and Slavic studies. In 1953, a new journal, Slovenskÿ 
nârodopis, replaced Nârodopisnÿ sbornik as the main outlet for research 
concerned with Slovak subjects. Slavic ethnology received its own journal with 
the establishment in 1969 of Ethnologia slavica as a forum for authors writing 
for an international audience in non-Slavic languages (Podolak 1992-93).

In terms of its orientation, Slovak ethnology of the socialist era remained 
faithful to its nineteenth century origins as a discipline concerned primarily 
with description and codification, and secondarily with demonstrating the 
relevance of folk culture as a measure of social awareness. Like their bourgeois 
predecessors, Slovak socialist ethnologists paid most of their attention to 
material culture, narratives, and folk music. More sociological topics, such as 
social organization and cosmology, remained now as then outside the realm 
of the discipline.

Perhaps the most significant innovation adopted during the socialist era 
was the emergence of research based on teamwork. Unlike their bourgeois 
predecessors and western contemporaries, Slovak ethnologists came to rely 
increasingly on collaborative projects which de-emphasized individual 
contributors. Although articles and books authored by individuals continued 
to be published, their size and significance came to be overshadowed by 
mega-projects carried out by teams of specialists.

The first example of collaborative research comprises ethnographie 
monographs depicting spécifie communities and culture areas. Initiated in 
1956 by the Academy of Sciences, these régional works constitute the empirical 
backbone of Slovak ethnology. More than a dozen of them were published 
in the 1970s and 1980s alone (Kilianova 1993).

In 1970 the Academy of Sciences approved the concept of a truly 
monumental research project, the Ethnographie Atlas of Slovakia. For the 
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next twenty years, a team of fifty ethnologists painstakingly collated a vast 
array of material drawn from 250 rural communities representing ail of the 
country’s culture areas. Praised as one of the most important contributions 
made by Slovak ethnologists (Lescak 1992: 393), the atlas received the 1992 
National Prize of the Slovak Republic.

No less monumental in scope is the recently released Encyklopedia l’udovej 
kultûry Slovenska [Encyclopedia ofSlovakia’s Folk Culture}, a massive and beautifully 
designed handbook of “who s who” and “what s what” in the study of almost 
every conceivable topic pertaining to folk culture. Edited by a team of twelve 
subject specialists and based on the expertise of 140 contributors, the nine 
hundred pages of entries consumed close to ten years of intensive work before 
they appeared in print in 1995.

The post-communist era

The first official acknowledgment of the disintegration of state socialism 
and its impact on Slovak ethnology was made in a short éditorial note in 
Slovensky nârodopis in early 1991. It announced a change in editorship while 
simultaneously stressing the nonpolitical character of the change (Lescak 1991a: 
5). The same issue contained a “state of the discipline” overview in which the 
new editor stressed continuity (Lescak 1991b: 67). The emphasis on continuity 
surfaced again a year later in the editor’s célébration of the journal’s fortieth 
anniversary. The article, written in English, daims that communist-era Slovak 
ethnology “was trying not to succumb to the vulgar and political pressure of 
Marxist-Leninist ideology...., looking [instead] towards an objective perception 
of Slovak folk culture” (Lescak 1992: 389). “Soviet impulses” are said to hâve 
remained “on the proclamative level” (1992: 390).

This benign view of the past did not go unchallenged. The editor of 
Slovakia’s second major ethnology journal, Ethnologia slavica, described 
demotions of teaching staff and politically motivated curricular changes during 
the 1970s and 1980s when working conditions at Komensky University were 
“unusually difficult” (Podolâk 1991: 232). On the eve of the “Velvet 
Révolution”, ethnology students apparently joined others to protest against 
ideological constraints and to criticize “the work of certain teachers” (1991: 
238).

This is about as far as any Slovak ethnologist would go in a public 
assessment of the impact of socialism on the discipline. Sharing the réluctance 
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of their Czech colleagues (see Scheffel and Kandert 1994), Slovak ethnologists 
appear unwilling to delve into their own recent past. This réluctance extends 
ail the way to the canonical Encyclopedia of Slovakias Folk Culture mentioned 
above. Published five years after the end of the socialist era, it discusses the 
rôle of functionalism and a host of other minor theoretical orientations in 
Slovak ethnology yet fails to even mention Marxism or historical materialism. 
This absurd omission Aies in the face of the results of a survey undertaken in 
January 1990 in which more than one half of the members of the Academy’s 
Institute of Ethnology defended Marxist models as a viable methodology 
(Lescâk 1991b: 67).

Using Slovenskÿ ndrodopis as a gauge of the disciplines post-socialist 
direction, an attentive reader discerns many innovations. The journal received 
a new, pleasant-looking cover and an improved design. Starting in 1991 the 
sequence of abstracts written in foreign languages changed from Russian, 
German, English to English, German, Russian. In 1992 Russian abstracts 
vanished altogether, and occasional articles written entirely in English began 
to appear. Around the same time the officiai désignation of Czechoslovakia 
came to be replaced by the less Czech-centrist Czecho-Slovakia.

The content of the journal reflects the changes in layout. A new feature 
introduced in 1991 was interviews with prominent Slovak and Czech 
ethnologists living in exile. Appropriately, Peter Skalm'k — a Czech social 
anthropologist expelled from Komensky University in 1976 — came first, 
followed by Ladislav Holÿ, Ernest Gellner, Milan Stuchh'k and others. 
Interesting articles addressing the Soviet ethnos theory (Skalm'k 1991), political 
jokes (Kh'movâ 1991), ethnie tolérance and intolérance (Salner 1993), 
collectivization of agriculture (Slavkovsky 1993), Jewish-Slovak (Jelinek 1993) 
and Slovak-Magyar relations (Botikovâ et al 1994), and a host of other topics 
demonstrate quite conclusively the willingness and ability of Slovak ethnologists 
to address concerns which could not be dealt with openly in previous years.

But the new openness is also sélective. In the summer of 1990, the Institute 
of Ethnology of the Slovak Academy of Sciences prepared a multi-year 
agenda covering five thematic areas selected by its members for future research 
(Lescâk 1991b: 76). In view of the growing importance attached to ethnie 
factors, it cornes as no surprise that the topic of ethnie minorities dominated 
two of the five research clusters. It is striking, however, how little attention 
was to be given to Slovakias second largest minority, the Gypsies or, to use 
the preferred self-designation, the Roma. In spite of their size and under- 
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représentation in communist-era research agendas, the Roma hâve received 
surprisingly little interest from post-socialist ethnologists. To this day, they 
hâve not produced a single ethnographie monograph devoted to one of the 
hundreds of Romani rural settlements which dot the Slovak landscape. Some 
interesting topical studies hâve been published in recent years (Mann 1992; 
Dubayovâ 1994; Kumanova 1994, 1997; Krekovicovâ 1995), but none 
amounts to a comprehensive ethnography. In the pages of post-1989 Slovensky 
ndrodopis the Roma hâve commanded about as much analytical attention as 
the incomparably smaller Rusyns. The authoritative Encyclopedia devotes a 
single entry to the historically, culturally and ethnically diverse category of 
Cigâni. The no less authoritative Ethnographie Atlas, a work bearing “the 
most rigorous of scientific criteria” (Lescâk 1992: 393), even déniés them the 
status of a separate ethnolinguistic entity.

Most of the attention paid by Slovak ethnologists to ethnie studies follows 
well-established historical patterns. For centuries, the Slovaks hâve had an 
uneasy relationship with the Magyars, and the current political climate has 
not changed that. It follows that Magyar-Slovak relations in Slovakia as well as 
in Hungary (which has a long-established Slovak minority) continue to evoke 
a great deal of scholarly interest. For example, a compilation of research essays 
edited by Jân Podolàk — the editor of Ethnologia slavica and a presidential 
advisor on interethnic issues — examines from several angles the puzzling 
growth of the Hungarian minority in Slovakia. Unlike the Slovak minority in 
Hungary which has dwindled since 1918 to an insignificant 10,000 members, 
the Hungarian minority in Slovakia has increased quite dramatically to well 
over half a million (Podolâk 1992: 6).

The studies conducted in this area are refreshingly factual and, for the 
most part, free of nationalistic bias (Divicanovâ 1994; Krekovicovâ 1996). In 
the in-house publication of the Institute of Ethnology, one can, however, 
encounter views which reflect the emotional investment in this topic. Thus 
one of Slovakia’s leading ethnologists accuses unnamed “historians of the 
Magyar minority in Slovakia” of spreading lies about certain controversial 
issues (Kal’avsky 1993: 93). Ethnologia slavica, in 1992 renamed Ethnologia 
slovaca et slavica, published a number of articles on Slovak autochthony and 
ethnie continuity which could be seen as veiled attacks on Magyar 
“expansionism” (Kucera 1991; Habovstiak 1992-93). But these ideologically 
tinged essays were written by historians and historical linguists rather than 
ethnologists. The latter seem more inclined to take up critical positions, 
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debunking rather than invoking any particular brand of politicized scholarship 
(Gasparikovâ 1992-93; Urbancova 1992-93).

A similar situation prevails in the ethnological attention given to a 
previously neglected and sensitive topic, the history of Slovak Jews. On the 
one hand, there is a clear tendency to treat this subject openly and without the 
interférence of preconceived ideas (Kovacevicova 1991; Bitusikovâ 1996; Salner 
1995). But the newfound scholarly detachment seems to break down when 
the discussion turns to the explosive question of responsibility for the near 
extermination of the Jewish community in the early 1940s. An example of 
this may be found in an interesting article published in Slovensky nârodopis in 
1993 by an Israeli author of Czechoslovak origin. The writer came to the 
conclusion that “Slovak nationalism saw in Jews a foreign and unwelcome 
element,” which meant that the moment Slovak nationalism seized power 
(with the establishment of the independent Slovak State in 1939), “Jews were 
physically lost” (Jelinek 1993: 289, my translation and emphasis). When the 
essay appeared in print, the first page carried a highly unusual éditorial comment 
which disputed the author’s main conclusion and assigned blâme not to Slovak 
nationalism but to “totalitarian fascism” and Slovakia’s dependence on Nazi 
Germany.

The “velvet divorce”

Within five short years Slovakia experienced two cataclysmic changes: the 
disintegration of state socialism in 1989 and the breakup of Czechoslovakia 
in 1993. Both hâve had far-reaching conséquences for the organization of 
academie activities. In ethnology, long-standing networks uniting Slovaks and 
Czechs and linking them to Russian, Ukrainian, Polish, Bulgarian and Hungarian 
scholars hâve been shattered. International research projects concerned with 
ethnographie cartography, folk architecture, ethnomusicology and other 
subjects hâve been disrupted or entirely abandoned. The so-called “velvet 
divorce”, which ended the strained Czecho-Slovak coexistence, completed 
the Slovakization of the discipline.

A survey of the books reviewed in Slovensky nârodopis between 1989 and 
1997 provides a way of assessing where Slovak ethnologists hâve looked for 
new reference points. The following trends, based on a total of 386 book 
reviews, can be observed. The proportion of publications written in Slavic 
languages other than Slovak and Czech has declined sharply from around 
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20% between 1989 and 1991 to below 10% in recent years. Books written in 
Hungarian, which used to account for up to 10% of ail reviews in the late 
1980s and early 1990s, hâve ceased attracting any attention at ail. The status of 
German-language books has not changed significantly. They continue to 
command slightly more than 10% of the total space allocated to reviews. Works 
written in English experienced a sharp rise in popularity during the early 1990s 
(reaching 20% by 1993), but recent years hâve seen a graduai décliné again. 
The clearest trend can be observed in the degree of interest given to books 
written in Slovak. Their proportion has risen from a low of 25% between 
1989 and 1991 (with the lowest figure of 17% reached in 1990) to 
unprecedented levels of 45%-55% in recent years.

It would be tempting to interpret these figures as a logical correlate of the 
Slovakization of the discipline and to argue that its practitioners hâve become 
more interested in their own accomplishments than in impulses from abroad. 
But this conclusion proves untenable as soon as we examine the composition 
of the suddenly so popular Slovak books which are reviewed by local 
ethnologists. More than a third of this category consists of translations from 
other languages, predominantly English. The same applies to reviews of Czech- 
language books, which, though less frequent than in the late 1980s, continue 
to account for around 20% of ail reviews. AU of this means that in terms of 
their own interests, Slovak ethnologists hâve clearly begun to reorient themselves 
from Slavic/East European studies towards scholarly impulses emanating from 
western Europe and North America.

While Slovak ethnologists appear to be increasingly interested in western 
scholarship, the books they read and review do not fall into easily definable 
categories. On the contrary. The reading preferences are ecclectic, as they 
range ail the way from traditional Central European folk culture studies to 
postmodern cultural subjectivism currently in vogue in North American 
anthropology. What may be an attempt at catching up and compensating for 
the “splendid isolation” imposed by state socialism can also be detected in the 
wide range of topics encountered in recent publications. For example, the 
1997 volume of Slovenskÿ ndrodopis contains articles dealing with folk healing, 
rural poverty, songs and dances performed at village weddings, socio- 
linguistics, folk art and professional art, pagan goddesses, Central European 
vegetarianism, non-traditional religious communities, and historical 
demography.
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It is clear that while some of the traditional folkloric and ethnographie 
orientations of the socialist era hâve been retained, contemporary Slovak 
ethnologists hâve already developed a taste for the increasingly de-canonized 
and interdisciplinary approaches characteristic of modem western social 
sciences. This newfound tolérance of diversity has undisputed advantages. For 
example, one of Slovakia’s most senior folklorists has applied her knowledge 
of folk narrative to the analysis of ethnie stéréotypés found in traditional riddles, 
proverbs and folk songs (Krekovicovâ 1995). But however appealing the casting 
off of previous constraints may appear, the diversification within the discipline 
harbours new dangers. These dérivé in the first place from the exceedingly 
small institutional arena within which Slovak ethnologists operate. At the very 
beginning of Slovakia’s independence, in the spring of 1993, the personnel of 
the Academy of Sciences was eut down from 6000 to 3000. The Institute of 
Ethnology escaped relatively unscathed, laying off nine technical staff members 
but retaining ail of its eighteen researchers (Dusan Ratica, personal 
communication). At the Komensky University of Bratislava, independence 
was greeted with a sombre message from the rector, announcing that the 
institution was “on the brink of [financial] collapse” (Svec 1993: 1, my 
translation).

Although the last three years hâve brought a measure of financial stability, 
the modest resources allocated to post-secondary éducation and research are 
not likely to expand significantly. Slovak ethnology remains a very small 
discipline confined essentially to one university department and one research 
institute. Given the fact that the number of professionally trained ethnologists 
active in research barely exceeds thirty, one wonders how much specialization 
can be sustained within such limits. As it is, most of the established subfields 
are monopolized by tiny clusters of scholars, which by necessity impairs a full 
évaluation of new ideas. The opening up to new trends and impulses présents 
Slovak ethnologists with a new dilemma. Should they concentrate their limited 
resources in a few well-defined areas of expertise, or should they attempt to 
branch out and run the danger of excessive fragmentation and shallowness?

In spite of dark prédictions of a massive loss of young academies to 
more lucrative occupations (Svec 1993), Slovak ethnology does not seem to 
be hovering on the brink of extinction. Recent publications in Slovenskÿ 
nârodopis attest to the presence and growing influence of a new génération of 
ethnologists whose outlook has been shaped by the post-communist era. It 
will be up to this génération to furnish the discipline with a new identity.
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